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·1· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: So far this year since our

·2· efforts began in April, we have conducted 574 traffic

·3· stops. We have issued 365 traffic citations, impounded

·4· 140 vehicles, and made 54 felony arrests all due to our

·5· drag racing and drifting issues. We continue to make

·6· efforts for our mental health related calls for service,

·7· and we work with our CIT program, which is also embedded

·8· at the communications section to work through those

·9· issues. Some incidents of significance in the past week.

10· The theme today is going to be domestic violence. We have

11· Sergeant Kyla Williams, who will be doing a presentation.

12· I thought it was important for us to highlight some of

13· the tragic incidents that occurred due to domestic

14· violence incidents. On Sunday, October 16th at 10:15 PM

15· in the 1100, I'm sorry, 11,000 block of Archdale,

16· victim's husband called 911 saying that there had been a

17· break-in in their home, and that he had found his wife

18· shot in the head at their residence.

19· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: Upon officers arriving at the

20· scene, it was discovered that the victim was not only

21· shot in her head, but she had also sustained multiple

22· gunshot wounds to her head and body. During the

23· investigation, detectives found that the victim had

24· called her son during the incident. The call had actually

25· gone to voicemail, but there was a voicemail recording of



·1· the incident occurring between her and her husband. So,

·2· further investigation discovered that there was an

·3· inadvertent call made to 911 by the suspect, who is the

·4· husband. We believe that he was potentially had hit 911

·5· on accident and there was a commotion overheard on 911.

·6· So the husband was subsequently arrested and charged with

·7· first degree murder in that incident. A second incident

·8· we thought it was important to highlight was a fatal

·9· stabbing, another domestic situation between mother and

10· daughter.

11· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: On Thursday, October 13th at

12· 9:10 AM in the 17,000 block of Wildemere, witnesses who

13· were the parents of the victim and the grandparents of

14· the suspect in this case. They arrived at location and

15· observed the victim and suspect engaged in a physical

16· altercation, and they were both armed with knives. The

17· interesting point of this is that the suspect is only 15

18· years old. While they were involved in the physical

19· altercation, the suspect stabbed her mother in the neck

20· and chest, and the victim later succumbed to her

21· injuries. The daughter was taken into custody by the 12th

22· Precinct and was charged with second degree murder. The

23· third incident was also domestic, involved two brothers.

24· On Monday, October 17th at 6:00 PM officers responded to

25· the 15,700 block of Rockdale for a shooting per a witness



·1· at the scene. She stated that she had heard a loud pop

·2· inside of the residence. She went into the kitchen and

·3· observed the victim, who was her fiancé, lying on the

·4· kitchen floor, suffering from at least one gunshot wound

·5· to his chest.

·6· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: The witness observed the

·7· victim's younger brother leaving the location stating

·8· that he had to do it. It was found out later once he was

·9· taken into custody that he said the victim had been

10· bullying him his whole life. He was also charged with

11· first degree murder. Some positive stories from the

12· department. This week on Tuesday, October 18th, DPD

13· announced that donations for veterans are still being

14· accepted at each DPD precinct. The collection boxes are

15· located in the lobbies of each precinct and the Detroit

16· Public Safety Headquarters. A positive arrest from the

17· Ninth Precinct was on Wednesday, October 19th. The Ninth

18· Precinct Facebook page posted the positive arrest of two

19· suspects wanted in a vehicle connection with road rage

20· shots fired incident that had occurred in Dearborn.

21

22· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: A weapon was also recovered in

23· this incident. The Crime Intelligence Unit and East Point

24· Police worked together using license plate reading

25· technology to locate and arrest the offenders. On October



·1· 20th from 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM, Assistant Chief Eric Ewing

·2· will be facilitating the When to Shoot presentation

·3· utilizing MILO Simulator and real-life scenario-based

·4· activities.

·5· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: The event will take place here

·6· in the Skylar Room at Detroit Public Safety Headquarters.

·7· The purpose of this initiative is to give participants an

·8· idea of the split-second decisions officers make when

·9· confronted with dangerous situations. Participants will

10· include some city leaders, some of you all, and district

11· managers. On Friday, October 21st, the Pretty and Purple

12· Domestic Violence Awareness Month event will take place

13· in the Skylar room from 8:00 AM to 2:00 PM in recognition

14· of Domestic Violence Awareness Month. This event will

15· spotlight seven survivors of domestic violence. The

16· keynote speaker will be Dr. LaDonna Combs the Executive

17· Director of Sisters Against Abuse Society. This is a

18· resource table and there will be a resource table

19· providing to those in need. That is all I have.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. I like it. Okay. I

21· got a couple of questions.

22· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: Sure.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Now that the drag racing and

24· drifting or whatever they call it, is winding down, the

25· vehicles that you impounded – I don't know if you have



·1· this answer on me. How many have been back out on the

·2· street, and how many offenders have you rearrested and

·3· did it again?

·4· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: Through the Chair. So I would

·5· have to get those numbers for you specifically.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. All right. Thank

·7· you. VC Holt.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you. Through the Chair.

·9· Thank you, Deputy Chief Sloan. I'd like to share two

10· accolades as it relates to quality of life. Assistant

11· Chief, LeValley along with the Improved Detroit,

12· responded to the citizens in the Eighth Precinct. There

13· was a car that was abandoned on the side street and had

14· been there literally six months. Some neighbors say nine

15· months. As soon as the issue was shared, he had the Board

16· of Police Commissioners meeting. Again, Deputy Assistant

17· Chief, LeValley, as well as the team, the Improved

18· Detroit app team made sure that that car was picked up.

19· Another incident over in the Eighth Precinct whereby an

20· almost entire block was being held hostage by some

21· neighbors who were really not concerned about the quality

22· of the folks who lived in the neighborhood and apparently

23· not even in their own home. So, I spoke to one of the

24· leaders in that community, and she assured me that the

25· activity suspected prostitution in the driveway, having



·1· the young people walk up and down the street panhandling.

·2· She assured me that that activity has ceased. So, thank

·3· you a lot.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Thank you.

·5· Commissioner Holley.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: No question.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Let the record show that

·8· Commissioner Hernandez has entered the building. Welcome

·9· Commissioner. Question? Commissioner Bernard?

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes. It's good to see you. We

11· just approved your promotion less than 30 days ago, so

12· it's good to see that you're here on behalf of the Chief.

13· My concerns though Chief Sloan, now Deputy Chief Sloan,

14· relate to the shooting of the young man who was mentally

15· ill and let me tell you why. There has been a protest in

16· my district every day since that shooting. My community

17· does not understand that shooting at all. I think,

18· frankly, as much as I appreciate all the work that you

19· and the Chief do and the department does, there has been

20· a total lack of transparency regarding that matter.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: The one video you showed on TV

22· showed the boy almost a block away. I asked last week

23· Chief Assistant Chief Stewart because the community

24· wanted to know what is the race of the officers who were

25· involved in that shooting. There were, in fact, five



·1· white officers involved in that shooting, but no one

·2· wants to talk. She acted like she didn't know. I couldn't

·3· believe it. I asked her a direct question, and then she

·4· told me she didn't know. Which is not true. So the

·5· community feels that one, there was excessive force, and

·6· two, there's been a lack of transparency by the

·7· department. For me as a commissioner, particularly in my

·8· district that is unacceptable, period. These protests are

·9· continuing.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: The thing that they have

11· pointed out to me the most, these are adult people. These

12· aren't young kids or anything that are handling. These

13· are taxpayers, adult, mature citizens. What they don't

14· understand is how come they were able to arrest the guy

15· the next day in Birmingham, excuse me, in Dearborn, who

16· was psycho and who would kill somebody without killing

17· him. In Detroit, there was this quote rush, at least in

18· terms of the community, rush to kill after beckoning the

19· young man to come to them. The community has bits and

20· pieces of this case, but there's been no full disclosure

21· by the department. Finally, they have a picture of a big,

22· big van – you've seen it, I'm sure, because you've seen

23· all the video. I haven't of – with tons of bullet holes

24· in it.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: At the time they were shooting



·1· at the young man, there was a van across the street from

·2· the, you know, on the street right there and they lit it

·3· up. I mean, 25 holes or more in the van. So all of this

·4· needs to be, I think disclosed by the department and all

·5· of it needs to be addressed. I can't sit here in good

·6· faith and ignore this. I'm a transparent person. We are

·7· transparent people. The Board is. We expect that level of

·8· transparency from the department, period.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay, Thank you. Ms. Sloan.

10· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: Through the Chair. Thank you,

11· ma'am, for your concerns. I appreciate our conversation.

12· I know that I can assure you that there is an ongoing

13· dual track investigation happening. I'm not at liberty to

14· comment about any details of the investigation, but I

15· will certainly share your concerns. If there's anything

16· else that the department is able to share with the Board,

17· I will ensure that that happens.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Commissioner Bell?

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: If I may?

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Nope. Moving on. No questions.

21· Commissioner Banks?

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I'm all set.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You all set? Thank you. Thank

24· you, Ms. Sloan. Awesome. Commissioner Hernandez. Went to

25· him first. So hang on.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Mr. Chairman. Point of order.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: We failed to follow the VIPs.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'm hearing you.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: The microphone.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'm going by the agenda.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I know. Getting there.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. Make people look–

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's weird.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Make them think I'm... Yeah.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Partially in response to one of

15· the concerns that was shared by the former commissioner.

16· There was a meeting held by President Sheffield, whereby

17· Assistant Chief Ewing was at that meeting. He basically

18· did share the racial makeup of the law enforcement

19· members who were involved in that shooting. So, I mean,

20· people can view the meeting or whatever. It was shared

21· regarding the racial makeup.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: My point was–

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner, we're moving on.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Answer to a straight question.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner, you're out of

·2· order. We're moving on.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Why are we talking about–

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Madam Secretary White. Interim

·5· secretary.

·6· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair. Regarding

·7· the VIP and special guest this afternoon I would also

·8· like to acknowledge our ASL interpreters, Dr. Stephanie

·9· Beatty and Ms. Yakata Nichols and special VIP guest LSA

10· President, Lieutenant Mark Young, President of the

11· Lieutenants and Sergeants Association, DPOA Vice

12· President, Ron Thomas, Ms. Fredia Butler, Second Precinct

13· Community Relations Counsel President. That is all that I

14· have at this time. Thank you so much, sir.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Fantastic. Now, are

16· we ready to go into oral communications?

17· · · ·MS. WHITE: I'm sorry, just to know DPD executives

18· Deputy Chief Sloan may want to introduce.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. Who do you have with you?

20· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: Through the Chair or to the

21· Chair. Excuse me. Yes, if any DPD members are here, would

22· you please stand and introduce yourselves?

23· · · ·Office Introduction - Not Audible

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Now we can go to

25· oral communications. Correct? Am I wrong?



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER: It says BOPC's Officers Report. Is

·2· that something else?

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We did that one. I jumped out

·4· order on one. So I'm correcting myself now. Yes. I'm

·5· staying on board. Trust me. I got it. Oral

·6· communications. Who do we have–

·7· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Mr. Chairman, if you're ready for oral

·8· communications.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, I am.

10· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: We have two people in this room. We

11· will call them first. We have Fredia Butler and James

12· Ford.

13· · · ·MS. BUTLER: Excuse. Good afternoon.

14· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: If they could use the handheld mic at

15· the podium. Thank you.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I have to turn that on. It's a

17· switch on there.

18· · · ·MS. BUTLER: I'm reading the rest of my letter that I

19· had the last time we met regarding a meeting that was

20· held on September the 22nd. Commissioner Bernard. I live

21· in District 7 and I have spoken with Mr. Davis privately

22· about the help we need in District 7 and about his

23· behavior on this Board. I have not seen what you stated

24· about Mr. Davis’s work in my community. Please inform me

25· of what Mr. Davis has done to contribute to District 7.



·1· He and the former councilman did not serve our community

·2· well. I gave lists of names and addresses of businesses

·3· offending our community and handed them to the former

·4· Councilman Gabe Leland and how these businesses were

·5· affecting our health and destroying our communities. He

·6· did nothing. I suspected what was happening with the

·7· councilman and Mr. Davis always gives a beautiful smile.

·8· I have asked and received help from other commissioners

·9· on this Board.

10· · · ·MS. BUTLER: Commissioner Bernard, please get more

11· information before speaking and work to help less discord

12· on the Board. You can contribute ideas of what we all can

13· do to make a difference in our communities. Commissioner

14· Holley, please do not resign from the Board of Police

15· Commissioners. We need you to continue to speak with

16· wisdom and compassion. Thank you.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. We have Mr. Ford.

18· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: The next speaker is Mr. Ford.

19· · · ·MR. FORD: Thank you very much. There's a lot of

20· concern with what I got to say. I'm James Ford and I just

21· want to say this I'm speaking for white, Black, red,

22· rich, poor, and the born and the unborn. I just want to

23· say this. I've seen people blatantly running red lights

24· in this city. I take my hats off to the city of Detroit,

25· the police department and everybody else. But you've got



·1· to understand that people are running red lights now

·2· blatantly. They are running red lights. They're getting

·3· to the red lights, and they know that they're red when

·4· they get there. You're going to have to stop and get

·5· traffic lights that take pictures. You're going to have

·6· to stop and get traffic lights that will send a citation

·7· to whoever's running these red lights. Our lives are at

·8· stake. Our families' lives are at stake. Our kids' lives

·9· are at stake.

10· · · ·MR. FORD: Your lives are at stake as you sit here.

11· They know that they're blatantly running these red

12· lights. Also, there should be some laws on the book that

13· says if you blatantly run a red light, you should be

14· charged with first degree murder. Also, if you blatantly

15· run a red light and you injure somebody, then you should

16· be charged with manslaughter. This is an atrocity. If you

17· do not do something pretty soon, you will not be able to

18· control this because the young people are going to think

19· that this is the thing to do. You've got to do something.

20· There's too much intelligence here in the city to keep

21· going through this. You got four GM Christ, you got

22· casinos, you got everything. You can get some donations.

23· You got federal funding. We need traffic lights to take

24· pictures and get to the bottom of this. Somebody is going

25· to get killed. You don't want to be the call and you



·1· don't want to get the call. You're going to have to do

·2· something real soon. God bless everybody and thank you

·3· very much for listening.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

·5· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Mr. Chairman, your next two speakers

·6· are on Zoom. Give me a moment to ensure that they're able

·7· to talk. The first speaker will be Eric Blount. Mr.

·8· Blunt?

·9· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Yes. Can you hear me Board?

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you. Go right

11· ahead.

12· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Yes. This is Mr. Eric Blount from

13· Sacred Heart Catholic Church. Is there echo?

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We can hear you clearly.

15· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Okay. The corruption on this Board

16· is forever before the citizens of Detroit. One cannot

17· match the purpose of this Board along with the weekly

18· agenda. Because again, this week...

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Did we lose him.

20· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Mr. Blunt? He's on with two devices. So

21· I'm not sure what happens, sir.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. Can we go to the next

23· caller?

24· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: The next speaker and the final speaker

25· would be Ms. Bernice Smith. One moment while I bring her



·1· up. You may have hung up the wrong device, sir. Bernice

·2· Smith.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Ms. Smith. Ms. Smith going

·4· once. Ms. Smith going twice. Okay. Is she still there or

·5· she's on?

·6· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: She's on with Ms. Pinell. Ms. Pinell?

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So Ms. Pinnell is calling from

·8· Ms. Smith. Ms. Pinell? Ms. Pinnell going once. Ms. Pinell

·9· going twice. Okay. Let's go into our Board presentation.

10· Or are you still trying?

11· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Mr. Blount has returned.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. He has a total of one

13· minute and 11 seconds.

14· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Good evening, Board.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes sir. You have one minute

16· and 11 seconds.

17· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: They unmuted me. I thought.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Sorry. Your time is going.

19· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Bishop, Mr. Eric Blount. Can you

20· hear me?

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We can hear you. You have one

22· minute and one minute now.

23· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: So they unmuted me. I can see my...

24· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Mr. Blount?

25· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Hello, this is Mr. Eric–



·1· · · ·MS. SMITH:

·2· · · ·Oh, I know what they did. Hello?

·3· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Excuse me.

·4· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Testing 1, 2, 3.

·5· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Eric Blount was finishing his comment.

·6· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Testing 1, 2, 3.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Can you mute Ms. Smith.

·8· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Miss Parnell.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Ms. Parnell and Ms. Smith,

10· they're together.

11· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: Minister. Eric Blount.

12· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Hey, it's un-mute. Can you hear me

13· Board?

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you. You have

15· one minute and seven seconds.

16· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Can you hear me?

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes sir. You have–

18· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Going once, going twice. Can you

19· hear me Board?

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We can hear you. Can you hear

21· us?

22· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Can you hear me, Board? Can you

23· hear me?

24· · · ·UNKNOWN SPEAKER: We'll just have to... With them.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.



·1· · · ·UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Now that we could hear them.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. Can you if he's on the

·3· phone?

·4· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Can you hear me, Board? This is

·5· Minister. Eric Blount.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: You can't hear us?

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

·9· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Can you hear me, Board. Testing 1,

10· 2, 3.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Can you accept the commissioner's–

12· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Testing one–

13· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Ms. Blossom, can we correspond with him

14· and tell him we will give him an extra minute and seven

15· seconds next week's meeting because–

16· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Yes sir.

17· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Communication problem. Please tell him

18· to only use one device.

19· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Can you hear me, Board? Testing 1,

20· 2, 3.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Because we can't even unmute

22· him.

23· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Testing 1, 2, 3. Can you hear me

24· Board?

25· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Through the Chair. We can mute Mr.



·1· Blount's microphone and Ms. Parnell’s, and then

·2· communicate with them.

·3· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Yes. Let's mute him now and then put

·4· Ms. Parnell and Ms. Smith back on and then see if he can

·5· get in.

·6· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Mr. Chairman, I think the audio in the

·7· Zoom room is failing.

·8· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Okay.

·9· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: So we will be in communication with Mr.

10· Blount and Ms. Smith for next week. Thank you, sir.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Right. Thank you. Thank you so

12· much. All right, so now we can move on to the

13· presentations for the Board. The first presentation will

14· be Domestic Violence Unit. Who do we have for that one,

15· Madam Secretary.

16· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. Sergeant Kyle Williams

17· will be giving the domestic violence unit presentation.

18· Again, this presentation comes at the Board's request to

19· receive updates regarding patterns, trends, and key areas

20· for the Board's and the community's awareness regarding

21· the Domestic Violence Unit's work. The Board continues to

22· monitor, evaluate, and support the department's ongoing

23· efforts to stop intimate partner violence and efforts to

24· provide referrals and resources to victims. Again, it was

25· mentioned earlier that October is recognized as Domestic



·1· Violence Awareness Month, and the Board looks forward to

·2· receiving this presentation this afternoon. You also

·3· received the PowerPoint presentation in your packet

·4· today. Thank you so much.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So Sergeant Williams. How you

·6· doing?

·7· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: I'm good. How are you?

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Great. You have 10 minutes.

·9· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: 10 minutes?

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

11· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Oh, I think I can narrow that

12· down just under 10 minutes.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic.

14· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Okay. Good afternoon to the

15· Board. I am Sergeant Kyle Williams. I represent the

16· Domestic Violence Unit. I'm going to just explain to you

17· what we do in our Domestic Violence Unit. We're housed in

18· this building here on the fifth floor of police

19· headquarters. As it was stated before, October is

20· domestic Violence Awareness month. Today is purple

21· Thursday nationwide. So that's why we're wearing our

22· purple on Thursday. Tomorrow, we have our Pretty and

23· Purple Event, recognizing domestic violence survivors

24· here at headquarters from 8:00 AM to two right here in

25· this room. So the goal of our Domestic Violence Unit is



·1· to stop intimate partner violence. We deal with intimate

·2· partner violence. Domestic violence is a huge umbrella.

·3· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Then under that umbrella falls

·4· intimate partner violence, which is what our unit here in

·5· the headquarters or the department handles. We handle

·6· intimate partner violence. Basically, it's by serving the

·7· community. We serve as a epicenter for multidisciplinary

·8· jurisdictions to be able to provide services and

·9· resources to victims and survivors of intimate partner

10· violence. We have coordinated community responses with

11· some of the partners around the Metro Detroit area that

12· will work with us on a daily basis, such as the Wayne

13· County Prosecutor's Office, Michigan Department of

14· Corrections, our domestic violence shelter, and our

15· victim's assistance program. Our efforts will be used to

16· prevent what has been identified and most frequently and

17· least reported crime of domestic violence. We know

18· through research and statistics that domestic violence

19· oftentimes goes unreported or underreported for various

20· reasons.

21· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Our unit has specifically trained

22· detectives who receive specialized training in how to

23· investigate intimate partner violence, how to type up

24· specific warrants and submit them to the Wayne County

25· Prosecutor's Office, as well as they are trained in our



·1· resource network, which again, is our coordinated

·2· community response, and those services and resources

·3· throughout the Metro Detroit area that can give those

·4· services and resources to victims and survivors, as well

·5· as children of intimate partner violence.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: PowerPoint page here. I don't

·7· know if I put the mic down. I have a loud one.

·8· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: The staffing of Domestic

·9· Violence. Our current staffing includes one lieutenant.

10· We have one sergeant officer in charge that is myself. We

11· have three span of control sergeants. We have 12

12· investigative members who investigate the allegations of

13· intimate partner violence. They actually handle the

14· cases. We have two court officers who process all of our

15· resources for shelters for helping victims maybe be

16· placed in a hotel for safety reasons, for personal

17· protection orders. That's just one of our community

18· partners that we use. We also have a community partner

19· and initiative with the National Network of Safe

20· Communities, which has helped us set up our intimate

21· partner violence initiative, which I have a slide here

22· that I'm going to fill you in on. We have a community

23· partner with the Third Circuit Court, Michigan Department

24· of Corrections, Wayne County Prosecutor's Office, and

25· Child Protective Services.



·1· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: The Domestic Violence Unit. We

·2· have authority of scope as it relates to the cases that

·3· we handle. As I stated before, domestic violence is the

·4· big umbrella and then intimate partner violence falls

·5· under that. Domestic violence can be between two members

·6· of the same household. But again, our unit focuses on

·7· intimate partner violence. So that is someone who's a

·8· spouse or a former spouse, someone who has a child in

·9· common, or they currently live together or previously

10· resided together, and malicious destruction of property

11· where an assault has occurred and there is a personal

12· protection order in place. We also handle elder abuse

13· cases where there is some form of physical abuse against

14· someone over the age of 65. As of October 16th, 2022,

15· Domestic Violence, the unit itself has been assigned

16· 6,904 cases. Of those 6,904 cases, our unit has submitted

17· warrants to the Wayne County Prosecutor's Office in the

18· number of 3,391 warrants to the Wayne County Prosecutor's

19· Office this year alone.

20· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Our Intimate Partner Violence

21· Intervention program, again, was helped get started here

22· in the department by the National Network of Safe

23· Communities. Basically what that is, is we are launching

24· the Intimate Partner Violence Initiative. It's an

25· offender based focused initiative where our focus has



·1· been taken off of the victim without neglecting the

·2· victim of services and resources. Our focus has been put

·3· on the offender, which is where the crime is. The crime

·4· is not in loving who you love, the crime is in the

·5· behavior. So that's what the initiative for the Intimate

·6· partner violence is. It's offender based focus. It's a

·7· deterrence strategy designed to reduce incidents of

·8· intimate partner violence. We combine affirmative victim

·9· outreach with increased offender accountability. That's

10· what I mean by we're giving our victim services and

11· resources.

12· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: So we're still victim-centered,

13· but we're also focusing on the offenders behavior. The

14· way we do that is we developed a protocol for identifying

15· and managing high risk offenders of intimate partner

16· violence. We classify them based on risk. The

17· classification is based on factors of your criminal

18· history, your intimate partner violence history, the

19· escalation of the severity or frequency of the crime, any

20· dangerous weapons, strangulation, which is now a felony

21· in the state of Michigan – to strangle someone is a

22· felony offense – any personal protection violations and

23· other elements that may have been shown as risk factors

24· for recidivism. So when we do our background checks and

25· our workups, we look at all these factors to determine if



·1· this offender has been labeled what we call an A level

·2· offender. If that offender reaches that tier of being an

·3· A level offender, then we move in with different services

·4· and resources as it relates to contacting the Wayne

·5· County Prosecutor's Office, contacting Michigan

·6· Department of Corrections, including our Victim

·7· Assistance Program, who are social workers and our

·8· advocates to make sure that they remain in contact with

·9· the victim and the victim has some type of safety plan in

10· place.

11· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: While the investigative portion

12· of the police department, the prosecutor's office, and

13· the Michigan Department of Corrections will focus on the

14· offender and the offender's behavior. Our operational

15· team oversees the initiative and is comprised of

16· personnel. Again, as I stated in your PowerPoint, there

17· are some of our partners, the Wayne County Prosecutor's

18· Office, Michigan Department of Corrections, Battered

19· Women's Justice project – that's someone that we've met

20· through the National Network of Safe Communities – our

21· Victim Assistance program, and the Eighth Precinct

22· Detective unit, which is where it was chosen to have our

23· pilot program for the Intimate Partner Violence

24· Initiative. Also included in your packet was some

25· resources for domestic violence. Our domestic violence



·1· phone number (313) 237-2579. Our victim assistance

·2· program is our social workers and our advocates. They are

·3· housed out of the Detroit Medical Center. They're 24

·4· hours a day, seven days of week, 365 days out of the

·5· year.

·6· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Their number is (313) 833- 1660.

·7· Those social workers are also on call for the emergency

·8· room at Receiving and Harper Hutzel Hospital. So if

·9· someone comes into Receiving or Harper Hutzel Hospital

10· and they are a victim of domestic or sexual assault, then

11· someone from our social worker unit will be paged to

12· respond to the emergency room. We also have the Wayne

13· County Clerk's Office with PPOs, Personal Protection

14· Orders, 224-6292 is their number.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wow.

16· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: That concludes our presentation

17· for domestic violence.

18· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Wow. Putting this in perspective,

19· 6,904, that's just the ones we know about, correct?

20· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Yes, sir. Does not include the

21· ones that go unreported. It's only those reports that

22· came through our record management system.

23· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Oh, okay. Commissioner Hernandez.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Yeah. Through the Chair.

25· First of all, I love your presentation. Not for the



·1· content because it's a serious one, but your delivery of

·2· the content. You barely even looked at your slides and I

·3· love that. I have a question that's more within the realm

·4· of cultural implications. I've asked a very simple

·5· question, what about me? We know that it's not just

·6· women, it's men as well. But it's not just English-

·7· speaking victims or potential victims, it's also those

·8· who speak different languages. Spanish, Bengali, Chinese,

·9· Mandarin, doesn't matter what it is. Do we have as part

10· of these wraparound services, an avenue that connects

11· access to language, especially because of stigmas? That's

12· my second question.

13· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Yes, we actually do. So we have a

14· few bilingual advocates, one at the fourth precinct who I

15· am in contact with on a regular basis if needed her

16· services. I also work alongside of advocates at LaVita

17· over in Southwest Detroit. I assist them with U visa

18· certifications. I'm not sure if you're familiar with the

19· U visa process, but I assist them with U visa

20· certifications. I also have networks with people from

21· communities such as ACCESS, which is based mainly out of

22· Dearborn. We are looking to hire a bilingual PPO advocate

23· that hopefully will be embedded into our Domestic

24· Violence Unit. We have had PPO advocates and advocates

25· who were bilingual in our unit before, but we lost them



·1· due to grants.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Right.

·3· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: So we're working now to get that

·4· back. For those resources that we cannot provide

·5· specifically from the domestic violence unit, we refer

·6· them to our victim assistance program, which our social

·7· workers and our advocates who can help them when they

·8· need assistance such as translation of services and

·9· things like that. We have some bilingual officers on the

10· department who I contact when I need translation for

11· services or resources. It just alluded me. I had one more

12· that I was going to share with you, but we do have those

13· services and resources. Oh, I know what it is. For the

14· LGBTQ community, we always have close contact with

15· Corporal Danni Woods here in the police department who

16· I'm constantly in contact with her. Our officers are

17· constantly in contact with her to give services and

18· resources for members of the LGBTQ community.

19· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: I personally have talked to

20· members from the LGBTQ community and have gotten on the

21· phone, tried to call and find services and resources for

22· them. So if they come to us for whatever language that

23· they speak, then we are trying to figure it out and

24· trying to find services and resources for them.

25· Unfortunately, we don't have a lot in this area, but we



·1· don't leave them out and we basically–

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: You're doing a great job. I

·3· know that. Two very quick ones. Could I? Maybe one. Dude,

·4· just curiosity. I don't know how many employee resource

·5· groups are out of Creole for the city, but do you partner

·6· with the LGBT Employee Resource group out of that area?

·7· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: I don't partner with them, but we

·8· go through Corporal Danni Woods for it. But I do have a

·9· LGBTQ resource book and I'm sure our victim's assistance

10· does too. They have a thick book with all of the

11· resources for this particular area.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Perfect. Out of the 6,000, do

13· we know if there are recurring... I don't know if

14· offenders is the correct term or not, but are there–

15· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Repeat offenders? Yes,

16· absolutely. There are a lot of repeat offenders, which is

17· why we decided to come up with this intimate partner

18· violence initiative because it's going to address some of

19· the recidivism.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Okay. Thank you so much.

21· Great job.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner VC.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair. Thank you,

24· Commissioner Hernandez. When you said, me, I was thinking

25· something different. Thank you, Sergeant Tyler, for this



·1· presentation. As the commissioner has indicated it's done

·2· flawless. I'm flipping through pages trying to catch up

·3· with you because you weren't looking down. Oh no, you did

·4· a very professional delivery. My question, I hear you say

·5· partner domestic violence. You identified the embedded

·6· domestic violence advocate as she. Now with the

·7· propensity of probably females reporting those incidents

·8· of domestic violence, does your climate encourage males

·9· who are subjected to domestic violence to report as well?

10· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Yes, we do. We have a very

11· experienced investigator in our unit, Investigator

12· Michael Jameson. We get phone calls and requests from the

13· community all the time. We're actually going out next

14· week too, to speak to a group of males. So they contact

15· us and they ask for someone to come and talk to the

16· various groups where it is just a group of men. Usually,

17· Investigator Jameson goes out and he speaks to them about

18· intimate partner violence.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

20· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: You're welcome.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Holley.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Through the Chair. I'm also

23· almost embarrassed to ask you anything because the report

24· is so excellent. I wanted to follow up on Commissioner

25· Hernandez in terms of the number of people that repeat



·1· because on the crime side we are backed up. So my concern

·2· is that when you talk about people in the house domestic,

·3· it seems like that's going to be a big problem. Do you

·4· have statistics that will basically, or do you keep to

·5· statistics in terms of people who come back two, three or

·6· four times. Is there statistics on that?

·7· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: There are statistics, but I don't

·8· have them. But what I can say is this, under the Intimate

·9· Partner violence initiative, we look for those repeat

10· offenders, if you will. When they come on our radar,

11· that's where the partners, we come together. We have

12· biweekly meetings with the prosecutor's office, with

13· Michigan Department of Corrections, with social workers.

14· When someone comes on our radar and they have all these

15· multiple repeats of domestic violence, we try to find

16· that independent evidence outside of the victim's

17· testimony to present with our warrant request to the

18· prosecutor's office. Nine times out of 10 our

19· relationship is good with Wayne County Prosecutor's

20· Office, Domestic Violence Unit. So as long as we give

21· them what we call that independent evidence domestic

22· violence history, body worn camera, any other video, any

23· independent witnesses. If we put all that together and

24· present it to the prosecutor's office, then there's a

25· high chance we'll get a warrant signed against that



·1· individual to address the behavior.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: That's great. So Mr. Chair. So

·3· if we are talking about 6,000, they got 3000 that you

·4· basically go through the system. What happens to the

·5· other 3,000 that don't go through the system? What's

·6· going on with that?

·7· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: So it really depends on one, if

·8· there was enough information that we had or probable

·9· cause to submit a warrant to the prosecutor's office.

10· Two, if we were able to get in touch with a victim to

11· help us move forward with prosecution. It just depends.

12· It depends on the circumstances.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Got you. Mr. Chair, if you don't

14· mind, I'm going to come commissioner Hernandez. Since we

15· don't have that many people, I thought I'd just take one

16· more. Let me ask you. So my concern is, I would think

17· with Covid and all the other stuff that goes on, I would

18· think mental health has something to do with domestic

19· violence. I apologize for my speech. So are we working

20· with the Detroit Wayne County Mental Health in regard to

21· this? Then finally, I'm very solution oriented. Of all

22· this stuff that you do, which is so excellent? How do the

23· people in the community know that all this is available?

24· I know you go out. I know I hear what you said in terms

25· of your advocates, but we are at home now a lot. So I'm



·1· asking how do people find this excellent service that you

·2· have other than just going to meetings and poll calling

·3· in meetings. Are there any PSA announcements that you

·4· have? Are there any in terms of billboards? I see many of

·5· them on mental health, and I'm very close to the mental

·6· health organization. I'm just asking, just help me with

·7· that and I'll get out your way. For example, if you do

·8· see PSAs? Go ahead.

·9· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: We have discussed doing the PSAs

10· and being more visible to the community, but it has not

11· come to fruition yet. Chief White has had a discussion

12· and we are talking to, for domestic violence and mental

13· health.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Can you kind of get me involved

15· in there a little bit? Let me help you find some

16· resources for the – I'm sure it's about money, so

17· resources to help you with the PSA. Because it can be

18· free on the air and just need to be done. Again, I thank

19· you for your report. I'm sorry about my voice by this

20· time. It's just difficult.

21· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Oh, you're fine. You're quite

22· welcome. Thank you.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. Commissioner Bell.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Thank you, Sergeant. Outstanding.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Banks.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: All set. All set.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Awesome.

·3· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: You're welcome. Thank you.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Now we'll have our

·5· presentation form the Interim Chief Investigator, Ms.

·6· Akbar from OIC office.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: What tag is that on?

·8· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. As interim Chief

·9· Investigator Akbar is making his way to the podium. This

10· is the Office of the Chief Investigator presentation,

11· OCI. During this presentation Interim Chief Investigator

12· Akbar will provide OCI backlog project updates, patterns

13· and trends and police misconduct complaints, and also OCI

14· accomplishments among other key items for the Board and

15· the community's awareness. You also received the

16· PowerPoint presentation in your packet as well. Thank you

17· so much.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: What tag is that on?

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Chief, you have 10 minutes.

20· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Five.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Oh, he's happy.

22· · · ·MS. WHITE: Five.

23· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: That's hilarious.

24· No, the tab number.

25· · · ·MS. WHITE: Under tab five, sir.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Oh, I thought you said five

·2· minutes.

·3· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Thank you.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You're going to have to use

·5· the mic, the handheld mic?

·6· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Can you hear me

·7· now?

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can.

·9· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Okay. Good

10· afternoon honorable Board, the Detroit community, and the

11· Zoom listening audience, executives. I am Lawrence Akbar

12· the interim Chief investigator of the office of... The

13· mission of the Office of the Chief Investigator is to

14· fairly, effectively, and objectively receive, investigate

15· and make recommendations regarding complaints concerning

16· the Detroit Police Department and its personnel. It is

17· the goal go of the Office of the Chief Investigator to

18· assist in improving the quality of law enforcement

19· services by instilling citizen's confidence in the

20· integrity right police department. This first chart shows

21· the status of OCI cases received and closed since the

22· backlog project was launched in February of 2022. As of

23· September 30th, 2022, OCI had 790 complaints still under

24· investigation, and 590 of those were over 90 days. I'm

25· going to go into the statistics now. This chart shows



·1· where and how complaints were filed. OCI receives 48 of

·2· the 112 cases filed in September. The majority of the

·3· complaints are filed by telephone. 39 of the 61 cell

·4· phone complaints were received by OCI.

·5· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Next slide. When

·6· looking at this location in which complaints have

·7· occurred within the month of September, we see the

·8· geographic distribution in the following map. That's the

·9· map that you're looking at right now. Each of the yellow

10· points represent where complainant states their

11· interaction with officers took place. As you can see from

12· the map, the majority of these complaints occur within

13· the Eighth and 12th Precinct. Next slide, please. We also

14· took a look at officers and complainant demographics for

15· the reports collected within the month of September. What

16· I'd like to start with first with the officers. We broke

17· down the demographics data by gender, race, and

18· residency. In regard to race, we see that 65% of the

19· complaints are against Black officers, and around 28% are

20· against white officers. We have a minimum amount of

21· allegations against officers that identify their self as

22· Hispanic. In regard to gender, we have a little bit over

23· half of the allegations against male officers, while 47%

24· of the complaints are against female officers. It appears

25· that around 34% of the officers that complaints have been



·1· filed against are Detroit residence.

·2· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Lastly, unknown

·3· residency will be identified as a result of the

·4· investigator process by identifying unknown officers.

·5· Sometimes we do run into a situation where our

·6· complainants did not get a badge number or a vehicle

·7· number of a car, and it's found unknown. But through the

·8· investigative process, we wind up identifying those

·9· individuals. When looking at the complainant

10· demographics, we break down a data by gender, race

11· residents. In addition, age range. When it comes to

12· gender, a little over 50% of the complainants are women.

13· While 48% of the complainants are male. The majority of

14· the complainants for September were Black and we're

15· talking about 79%. 79% of the complainants are Detroit

16· residents. Lastly, when it comes to age breakdown, we see

17· the majority of the compliance being within their

18· thirties. That's 27%. Followed by the age range of 40,

19· which is 24%. Then when we go down into the 20-year age

20· range, 21%. That 21%, to me, is very important with

21· respect to what Commissioner Carter put together.

22· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: A youth advisory

23· council, which is very important for the youth to be able

24· to participate and receive the education about the

25· Detroit Police Department through the Board and OCI which



·1· would pass that information on to their young brethren

·2· out in the community, which will help them have a better

·3· relation with not only OCI and the Board, but the Detroit

·4· Police Department. Next slide. Now this slide, we're

·5· dealing with unfounded allegations. An unfounded finding,

·6· rather, is where the investigation reveals no facts to

·7· support that the incident complained of actually

·8· occurred. OCI closed 1,006 complaints in 2020. 338 of

·9· those complaints involve an unfounded allegation. We're

10· talking about 34%. 200 complaints of the 706 closed in

11· 2021 involve unfounded allegations. We're talking about

12· 28%. From January of 2022 to September of 2022, 397 of

13· the 1,121 complaints closed involve unfounded

14· allegations, which is at a 35% rate.

15· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Data review of

16· this is continuing due to the concern for what may be an

17· indication of public perception of the police, a need for

18· enhanced public understanding of OCIs fact finding and

19· investigative process, and a need to use the OCI/BOPC

20· city resources as effectively as possible. Next slide.

21· Demographic data of mental health related complaints.

22· Through the OCI initial triage and investigative process,

23· less than 1% of OCI complaints have been identify and or

24· involve mental health related incidents, such as police

25· runs involving having a petition of a citizen's loved one



·1· to a hospital, or if a citizen believes that the police

·2· report incident was not properly investigated due to a

·3· mental health related issue. Of the 1,144 complaints

·4· filed in 2020, only one complaint has been identified

·5· related to mental health situations.

·6· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: In 2020, 6

·7· complaints of the 1,303 complaints filed were mental

·8· health related. As of September 30th, 2022, 11 complaints

·9· of the 952 complaints have been identified. As we

10· continue to investigate and close cases, we will update

11· you with information as is reported. I want to talk now

12· about the list of BOPC and OCI list of accomplishments

13· that we have made since being in these seats with respect

14· to myself and the Interim Secretary, and both of our

15· staff working together on both sides and the board. BOPC

16· currently is undergoing this city HR process to fulfill

17· existing investigator vacancies with the best top and

18· skilled professionals. They're also doing the same thing

19· with respect to looking for its top professional, skilled

20· people to fill the positions of chief investigator and

21· the secretary's position to the Board. Our staff

22· continues to engage, educate, and provide the status of

23· investigations to the community through the OCI monthly

24· forum, BOPC meetings, daily interactions with the public,

25· OCI, and this is important.



·1· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: We service about

·2· 25 to 30 phone calls per day. A lot of times it's not

·3· about filing a complaint. A lot of times citizens are

·4· interested in receiving immediate service. We may put

·5· them in contact with other department agencies or the law

·6· department, for example, or anyone that can help them

·7· along with the concerns that they may have. We also

·8· participate in the DPD Training Academy curricula,

·9· promotional classes train curriculum for all members. New

10· training workbooks are slated for 2023 to complement the

11· OCI Academy training modules. We also fine tune and

12· revamp that staff the staff data management awareness

13· system, imports and enhance OCI complaints triage methods

14· for both OCI and DPD operational efficiency and

15· effectiveness. We're trying to reach that, and we are

16· making goals. We are meeting our mission to do that.

17· These decrease OCI back law cases toward meeting our goal

18· to close back law cases efficiently without sacrificing,

19· which is more important, quality or integrity of the

20· investigation.

21· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: We're still

22· closing them, keeping up that high quality and integrity

23· of the investigation, working in developing internal

24· policies to reinforce integrity, quality, and accuracy

25· regarding complaint misconduct investigation to ensure



·1· that our investigative staff understands the importance

·2· of honesty, transparency in the investigative work

·3· product, which is in line with NACOLE's best practices.

·4· Ongoing projects, finalizing the draft, dealing with our

·5· mediation program for the Board to review, evaluate and

·6· include for presenting to the entire Board. The mediation

·7· program will assist with properly resolving a number of

·8· complaints that do not rise to alleged policemen conduct.

·9· That's very important. Alleged police misconduct to bring

10· all parties together, providing education, listening, and

11· sharing opportunities, and enhancing police community

12· relations. That's one of the fine points that I think

13· Detroit really can hang its hat on because we have great

14· police community relations with the police department and

15· the community both working together.

16· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: We're also

17· finalizing a after action report regarding the Wayne

18· State University BOPC collaboration Project and conform

19· measures OCI has taken to enhance our operation and

20· civilian oversight measures in line with the 21st century

21· civilian oversight, rolling out a constituent survey and

22· feedback. So the public can comment how well we are doing

23· and areas that we need to improve. New and revamp

24· community education materials for OCI, community guide to

25· reporting police misconduct, updates to the 2019 and



·1· structural video for how to file complaints. Out of file.

·2· Last but not least, I want to let the community know this

·3· is how you can file a police misconduct complaint. You

·4· can file it at our office in person if you like. You can

·5· appear at 900 Merrill Plaisance. We're Located in Palmer

·6· Park. You can call by phone from eight to four. You

·7· should get a live person. We will listen to what you have

·8· to say, take your complaint, or refer you to a department

·9· advocate who can solve your situation that you're talking

10· about.

11· · · ·Something's caught in my throat. Our hours, like I

12· say from age to four. Anything after four, my

13· investigators will get back with you at the next business

14· day. You can also fax complaints at area code (313)- 596-

15· 2482. 596-2482. We'll receive that fax, and we'll get

16· with you the next business day. One of my investigators

17· will call you. You can also file complaints online,

18· detroitmi.gov/bopc. You also can file a complaint at any

19· Detroit Police Department precinct. Just make sure that

20· you ask to speak to a supervisor who will be glad to

21· assist you and fill out that complaint. At this time, I

22· want to thank the honorable Board for giving me this

23· opportunity to speak to the community. At this time, I'll

24· take any questions if you have.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you, Interim Chief. Got



·1· a few. Awesome presentation. Thank you. Thank you for

·2· informing us on the numbers because that's what

·3· everybody's really concerned about. It's the numbers,

·4· right? Are they coming down. I want the public to know,

·5· the board to know, well the Board already knows that we

·6· are in search to fill all those positions right now. So

·7· the personnel and training committee we're constantly

·8· meeting to fulfill those positions. My goal and the

·9· Board's goal is to have those positions at least filled

10· by Thanksgiving or a letter of offer by Thanksgiving.

11· That way we'll know because we don't want to lose any

12· candidates by the end.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We have some pretty good

14· candidates coming up. Another thing I want to know, the

15· officer residency, you said it's unknown and that's a big

16· number saying it's unknown, but you just told us that you

17· guys from OCI can find out. When you find out, will this

18· pie chart be bigger for non-residents, or will it be

19· smaller?

20· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Well, the point I

21· was making with you, with respect to the unknowns,

22· sometimes our complaints come in and they are unknown. So

23· through the investigative process, it may take next

24· month, it might take that the month after.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.



·1· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: We will identify

·2· those officers.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. now I see a lot of

·4· complaints and some of them are coming from the district

·5· I represent, which is eighth. It's a lot of dots over

·6· there. So can you put down or can you give the Board the

·7· time these complaints are coming in certain those

·8· districts like Precinct Eight, at least?

·9· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: I can give you a

10· written report for you to let you know the times that

11· they occur.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. My last one. I'm looking

13· on here, it says the units receiving citizen complaints.

14· Right? I'm looking at walk-ins. I'm looking at telephone.

15· Most of them are telephone. Majority of them are

16· telephone. So I'm getting a lot of phone calls. When I

17· get a phone call, I urge them to go online because

18· they're already there. You know what they tell me? It's

19· too intrusive online. So they might as well just pick up

20· the phone and call. I had to see what they were talking

21· about. I went online, I tried to fill out the things and

22· I was going to make a complaint to see what they were

23· talking about. It is. It is a lot on there to try to

24· figure out. Then once they get down to so many people,

25· most of them just say, forget it, or they pick up the



·1· phone and call. I'm just saying, is there any way we

·2· could streamline that online presence? Because nine times

·3· out of 10, once they hit submit, OCI officers gives it

·4· anyway. Correct? So that means you're going to have to

·5· call that person anyway to find out more facts of the

·6· case.

·7· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: What I can do is

·8· bring that up to IT.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

10· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Something that the

11· department does, and we can take a look at it. Look at

12· the area to see exactly what you're speaking on. Maybe we

13· can have an offline conversation.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely.

15· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Take care of that.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. That's fine. I don't have

17· anything. VC Holt.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you. Through the Chair.

19· Another great report. While we were at NACOLE, the OCI of

20· the city of Chicago made a phenomenal presentation as

21· well. I think they had two days in order to help the

22· attendees understand the OCR operations in Chicago.

23· Interestingly enough, most of the concerns that we have

24· here in the city of Detroit with backlog employee or

25· staff moving out of the positions almost as soon as they



·1· are hired. The Chief of Police, I can't remember her

·2· name, email. She had a sense of humor, and she did not

·3· apologize for any of the stats that were coming out of

·4· the OCI with Chicago. In fact, I'm trying to get her

·5· presentation of the OCI's presentation from the city of

·6· Chicago. We're supposed to have access to it from the

·7· NACOLE app.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Doing that presentation, because

·9· my question was, the assumption might be that because the

10· stats are being taken whereby the majority of the

11· citizens are Black, then the assumption would be that

12· Black representation in terms of confrontation between

13· the law enforcement members would not be a surprise.

14· Based on some kind of system they were able to use in the

15· city of Detroit, I mean, in the city of Chicago. They

16· could say definitively that yes, in a negative way, based

17· on their system, the law enforcement system in Chicago

18· was seemingly arresting more Blacks than perhaps should

19· not have been represented in their stats. So thanks again

20· for your presentation and yes, we are getting very, very

21· excited about our youth advisory panel. We spoke to some

22· young people today. I guess I'll make that mention at

23· another time. But again, thank you, Interim Chief Akbar.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Hernandez.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Thank you. Through the



·1· Chair. Just a sense of appreciation. I think I put you on

·2· the hot seat in August when you last presented and asked

·3· for more of a breakout by precinct. All of these charts

·4· and the way that you presented it is exactly what I was

·5· hoping for. So just really appreciate you executing on

·6· it.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Bell.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I just want

·9· to thank Interim Chief Akbar for his reporting out. But I

10· want to give recognition to the demographics status in

11· terms of who are filing these complaints that was

12· generated by President LSA Mark Young for several

13· meetings. I sort of put the tasks on our OCI staff to

14· respond in terms of that. So make sure he get a copy of

15· this report because he wanted to know who are these

16· people filing these complaints and now he knows. So make

17· sure he get a personal copy of this report, identifying.

18· Because I thought it was very important point that we

19· identify where we need to perhaps concentrate on the

20· people in their twenties, their fifties, more or less, in

21· terms of addressing their concern. I think that's one of

22· the areas that we need to really look at. So Mark Young,

23· if you're on the call, thank you for. Hopefully we’re

24· giving you a answer reply. I also want to bring back, if

25· I may, Captain McKay who wants to speak to the PSA from



·1· domestic violence after we finish with Interim Chief

·2· Akbar here.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: You paying attention?

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, I'm paying attention. I

·5· heard him.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: No, you weren't.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, I was. Yes. As soon as we

·8· go through all the questions we can.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Yes. Thank you.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. Commissioner Banks.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Yes. I have a question for

12· Deputy Chief Sloan and Interim Chief Akbar. Is that okay

13· Mr. Chair?

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You got the floor? Yes, go

15· ahead.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Thank you. Now Deputy

17· Chief Sloan, who's doing the investigation on the

18· mentally ill individual who was gunned down? What

19· department and who's doing that investigation. You had

20· mentioned that they investigating it now. Who's doing

21· that investigation?

22· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: Through the Chair. Sir, that is

23· a dual track investigation, which is handled in part by

24· Michigan State Police. Then on the other side for policy

25· violations that's handled through our internal affairs.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Interim Chief Akbar. Why

·2· is complaints so high against Black officers? You

·3· mentioned what, 50% complaints against Black officers?

·4· Why is the complaint so high against Black police

·5· officers?

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Use the mic sir.

·7· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Sorry about that.

·8· We have a young department. Our department is very young.

·9· We hire a lot of people that don't live here too and that

10· includes Black folks. I personally feel sometimes they

11· get caught up and feel like they have to communicate with

12· people at a certain level. Which my thing is, and what

13· Commissioner Bell and I talk about constantly when we are

14· in the academy, be professional. Yes, sir. Yes, mam. Be

15· professional. You cannot try to use slang and all that

16· thinking that you relating to folks. Because when you do

17· that and the conversation goes sideways, then incidents

18· happen and you going to wind up having complain

19· complaints. That's probably why the numbers are so high.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: But are the Black officers

21· following the protocol? There's a protocol also that DPD

22· officers and standards that an officer is supposed to go

23· by. So are they following the protocol and the protocol

24· procedures? Are there complaints as far as against the

25· protocol procedures?



·1· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: I can't speak for

·2· the whole department, but what I can speak to is, keep in

·3· mind when they make citizens’ complaints, we look at

·4· body-worn cameras. From the complaints that come in and

·5· we look at the body worn cameras. What I'm telling you,

·6· it's showing up in that. That's probably why they have so

·7· many complaints.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wait. Hang on.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I just said Mr. Chairman. That's

11· all.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: You don't recognize me? I'm

14· quiet.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Holley. No, wait.

16· Commissioner, are you done?

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I'm all set, Mr. Chair.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Holley.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Through the Chair. Thank you.

20· Thank you for your report. Mr. Chair, if you let me know

21· about the form that you're not happy with, let the

22· committee handle that with Mr. Akbar. Just give us a note

23· and we'll work with Mr. Akbar with that form that you

24· want us to look at.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Try to make sure that it's to

·2· your liking.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: The second thing, Mr. Chair. I

·5· want to make sure under my administration, we put a desk,

·6· a phone, and a computer at every commissioner. Every

·7· commissioner has a desk in the precinct that he

·8· represents, or she represents. They have a phone that he

·9· or she have and a computer. To my understanding, if we

10· visit those districts that we represent, and then we can

11· also get a feel of what the community really wants in

12· terms of their complaints and that we could respond to

13· that. Then finally Mr. Chair and thank you for your

14· kindness. My concern is about the young people. How do

15· the young people think about us, about our police

16· department? Is anything that's in the... May be something

17· that you have to research. My concern is the youth. I'm

18· doing a funeral on Saturday. Since I've been retired, I

19· got more funerals of young people than I have older the

20· people.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: It's violence. I guess I'm

22· asking you just help us to understand what's going on

23· with our young people, how they feel about the police

24· department any way through your demographics and the

25· report. You don't have to be today, but I'd like to know



·1· what the young people think about the police department.

·2· Especially those 14 and up, because I think it's so

·3· important in terms of where we're going for the next two

·4· years in terms of a lot of things that this is going to

·5· cause us to really be inside. So I'm just asking you, can

·6· you respond to that and I'll leave you alone.

·7· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: We can look into

·8· that what you're talking about and addressing it. But I

·9· think the most important thing that is happening now with

10· the invention of the NPOs inserted in precincts and in

11· the community and coming in contact with folks and just

12· having just a regular conversation. Okay. A lot of times,

13· and I'm just speaking from my own police experience. A

14· lot of times when we show up, it's always a problem. But

15· we need to be showing up when it's not one so that we can

16· talk and break that stereotype that they may have or the

17· police department or even myself.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I don't mean to. It's not a

19· debate or a discussion. I know that the Chief is doing so

20· hard walking through the community, bicycling through the

21· community, skip-hopping through the community, trying to

22· make a difference. The question is, I think we all need

23· to know if it is making a difference. If not, what else

24· can we do as oversight? I'm sure the Chief would like to

25· know that as well. He may already know. I'm just asking



·1· for the Board to know. The Board knows that I'm looking

·2· for the answer. What's going on with our young people in

·3· their complaints. I did about 12 of them in the last

·4· three weeks. I'm looking at what's going on with them and

·5· how they feel we are acting to them and Deputy Chief

·6· Sloan in terms of how they're acting to them. So I'm just

·7· asking. I think that's important. Do we have some

·8· discussion about that, Mr. Chair? I'll leave it alone.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Thank you.

10· Commissioner, did you have a follow up question?

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Please indulge me. Commissioner

12· Bell?

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. Commissioner Bell.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Okay. Thank you.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Are you?

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yep.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you. The Eighth Precinct, we

18· have had bad stats in the Eighth Precinct going back to

19· 2019. Assistant Chief Ewing with his community summit, he

20· uplifts that fact that when you have a young law

21· enforcement staffing, you tend to see those larger stats.

22· Assistant Chief Ewing also has a remedy, and it deals

23· with who is close in rank to the young officers. Of

24· course, these law enforcement members here, former law

25· enforcement members here, they know who that closest in



·1· rank to the young police members are. So his solution is

·2· go at that person who is close in rank to those young

·3· police officers. Body worn cameras. The money is out

·4· here, and everyone will have access. All law enforcement

·5· members will have access to body worn cameras. Is that

·6· accurate?

·7· · · ·INTERIM CHIEF INVESTIGATOR AKBAR: Yes.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Whereas in the past, let's say

·9· this sergeant might not have a body worn camera that will

10· be remediated. Correct?

11· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF SLOAN: Through the Chair. It is the

12· department's policy that any DPD member having contact

13· with a citizen wears a body worn camera. So that includes

14· the desk as well.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Because there was an issue with

16· the citizen complaint. But thank you for making that

17· clarification for me. Oh, Reverend Holley. Well, it's

18· about young people and their impression. One of the

19· members with the youth advisory panel, already she is

20· positioning herself to try to groom some of her male

21· counterparts whereby they can start assessing police and

22· police behavior in a realistic manner. So we're getting

23· real excited about her as well. So thank you Reverend

24· Holley. Hopefully you'll be around to be very involved.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'll be around. Look at me.



·1· Don't you know to never tell old people, hope you be

·2· around?

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: No commission wise. You know what

·4· I'm saying?

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Interim Chief

·6· Akbar. Thank you so much.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Yes, I did want to respond, Mr.

·9· Chairman. Commissioner Banks raised a question about the

10· issue, which is alarming number. There's a misconception.

11· They thought white officers were the party, the most

12· independent people. But that's a good concern. My

13· response is this, we are predominant Black police

14· department. We are a predominant Black police department.

15· Black officers feel as though they can have a certain

16· rapport in the community. Sometime that rapport is not

17· favorable to that system. But they think they're doing

18· more good, but they're doing more harm. I think that's

19· discussion that we have had over the years as part of my

20· movement with the Black Police Officer Association. You

21· find in Tennessee they forget that fact. If you treat

22· people in a proper manner, don't try to be part of that

23· culture, whatever's going on.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Getting back to Commissioner

25· Holley's concern, most our effort is geared, even with



·1· Chief White, is geared towards senior citizen and upper

·2· middle class. The walks, the NPO is geared to a certain

·3· target and police communication it's senior citizen. I

·4· think if we could change that script, and it's difficult

·5· because that's ones who really respond in that manner.

·6· You have to go to the high schools. Most churches and

·7· high school help youth groups, et cetera. Toson Knight is

·8· a dean of student at East English Prep. He was Dean of

·9· student at Western High School. Those people work close

10· with young people, and we have to target our... We target

11· our audience and we not reaching. I think Chief White

12· mentioned the Town Hall meeting, it was not young people

13· that was there. They didn't interact. So we have to hear

14· from PAL and explore our in-house program, cadet program

15· and perhaps those leaders.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Pal is a great program, but it's

17· still something that we don't really interact with to get

18· an idea of that population of young people coming from

19· across the city from football, you know, all the activity

20· they engage in. We need to have that type of dialogue. I

21· just want to share that with you.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You are correct. Now, did you

23· have another question for–

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Captain McKay wanted to come

25· forward.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: To speak to domestic violence

·3· PSA. Absolutely.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Thank you.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Okay. Thank you.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's free going. Okay.

·8· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Mic On. Okay. It's on.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: You're good.

10· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Okay. I will be really brief and

11· quick. My captain reminded me that I failed to mention

12· for the PSAs. We have launched just recently a Facebook

13· page, Detroit Police Department Special Victims Unit

14· Facebook page. So we are putting information on our

15· Facebook page.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Excellent.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: But when I'm asking you, let me

18· help you to get it on video, television, and the

19· billboards.

20· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Absolutely.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I keep saying to you, you have

22· to use the resources that's around this table because we

23· want to be a help to you as well.

24· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Absolutely. We will not leave you

25· out.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I appreciate everything you're

·2· doing. Everything you're doing.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So what is that Facebook page

·4· again?

·5· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Detroit Police Department,

·6· Special Victims Unit. Domestic Violence falls under

·7· Special Victims Unit.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. So go on there and

·9· hit like and try to share that with some people. It can

10· help. I know.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Hit me a see–

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'm on there too.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Hit me, PSA.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: 62nd PSA.

16· · · ·SERGEANT WILLIAMS: Yes, sir.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Thank you so much.

18· Thank you. Where are we at now?

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: No soul sessions now.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: No.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No. Madam Secretary's report.

22· Interim Secretary, Ms. White.

23· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair. Honorable

24· Board, the incoming correspondence is noted on the weekly

25· agenda, today's agenda, and they are as follows. The



·1· weekly DPD Facial Recognition Technology Report,

·2· ShotSpotter Report, and Project Green Light Report for

·3· the week of October 10th through October 16th, 2022. Then

·4· also just want to bring to your attention, again, that's

·5· pending the Board's action are the two policy directives,

·6· gunshot detection system, and the officer involved

·7· shooting investigations manual directive. We our staff

·8· are reviewing those two directives in connection with the

·9· policy committee. Of course, we'll share recommendations

10· in regard to research that we've conducted in regard to

11· best practices and lessons learned and common sense

12· practical approach to those policy directives. So, wanted

13· to also remind the public that you can still weigh in on

14· those policy directives.

15· · · ·MS. WHITE: We have posted those directives to the

16· Board's webpage for a public review and feedback, and we

17· look forward to receiving your recommendations. It was

18· also noted about the youth advisory panel meeting that

19· took place with Madame Vice-Chair Holt and Staff and

20· Commissioner Carter today. The introductory meeting took

21· place with our young people who are a part of that

22· program. So, wanted to note that for the record as well.

23· Thank you so much. That concludes my report.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Thank you. We

25· already took care of unfinished business earlier, so–



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman?

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: If I may, I'd like to speak to

·4· that item. Commissioner Hernandez may mention a week ago,

·5· in reference to specific language that Commissioner

·6· Bernard was addressing, that we were going to highlight

·7· that in order to make clarity in terms of how we're going

·8· to approach it. Has that information been highlighted as

·9· of yet?

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No. I'm going to send out an

11· email along with Ms. White to make sure that she

12· highlights what she wants to be.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So that way all the

15· commissioners would know exactly what was said and what

16· she wants not to be said.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Through the Chair.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: We're probably on the same

20· page. What does that do to the motion? Because we were

21· supposed to bring it back today.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Tomorrow.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Next week.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: I missed the–



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah, you missed that. We got

·2· you next week.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Thank you.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Deal with it next week, not

·6· today.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Next week.

·8· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: Mr. Chairman.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

10· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: If I could, I just want to make

11· sure the Board understands. Under normal circumstances,

12· the Board would not have the authority to rescind and

13· expunge anything from an officer's report or a

14· committee's report. The only reason this report is

15· subject to this motion is because it was placed in the

16· minutes. If it had been attached to the minutes, then you

17· cannot amend somebody else's report. So, I don't want

18· this to become a precedent for any reports that the Board

19· members may disagree with. The only reason this report is

20· subject to this motion is because it was placed in the

21· minutes. In the future officer reports should be attached

22· to the minutes rather than putting them in the minutes.

23· The other thing is, this interim, between this week and

24· next week in order for this motion to really be valid,

25· Commissioner Bernard needs to identify ahead of time what



·1· words she wants expunged.

·2· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: Since I won't be at next week's

·3· meeting, it's also important to say that because of the

·4· gravity of emotion to rescind and expunge from the

·5· minutes, it requires a majority of the entire membership.

·6· So it requires six votes, not just the majority of those

·7· voting. But you have to have six votes to adopt that

·8· motion. If the motion is adopted, the words within them

·9· you don't delete them. You put a line through them, and

10· then when the minutes are published, they're published

11· Without those words. Because I won't be here next week

12· when this comes back up and I just wanted to make sure

13· that that's understood. You need six votes in this week

14· in the interim. Commissioner Bernard needs to

15· specifically identify which words she wants expunged.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Correct. We'll make sure she

17· gets an email stating that.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wait, wait. Yeah Mr. Reverend.

20· Commissioner.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Mr. Chairman, in the training we

22· had a few days ago, the training says, unless I'm

23· missing, that expunge means you can put a bracket around

24· it, but it doesn't go away. You just got to put a bracket

25· around it that that notify the reader that it is not



·1· something that's... What am I trying to say?

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Not something that's supposed

·3· to be inside the record.

·4· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: No. You're correct. The reason

·5· Robert says you don't delete it is because if you delete

·6· it, then nobody knows it's been expunged.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Got you.

·8· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: But Roberts also says that if

·9· the minutes are published, they're published without

10· those words. Because you publish your minutes.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay.

12· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: You need to understand that.

13· Now the official signed minutes that you keep here at the

14· building will have the line through, but not deleted, and

15· the date. Ordered expunged, signed by the secretary.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

17· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: But you're going to need six

18· votes to adopt that motion to rescind and expunge. Thank

19· you, Mr. Chair.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Thank you. You're

21· welcome.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Dr. Jackson, did we get an email

25· from you basically sharing what you just shared at this



·1· moment?

·2· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: Did you?

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. The leadership team did.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Oh, okay. All right. Thank you.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I can send it to you again.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: You don't have to send it to me

·7· again.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: I read my email.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Oh, well you missed that one.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Didn't read that one.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. All right. New business.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Right here, Mr. Chair.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yep. Go right ahead.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Were you going, Commissioner

16· Bell?

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go right ahead, sir.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You have the floor, Mr.

20· Commissioner.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Thank you. You know, it's just

22· too much strife on this Board. I just wanted to speak up.

23· Not only were Board members, those in public comments. I

24· challenge anyone today that has off with your brother on

25· this Board, Public comments, staff, let's get together.



·1· Let's get together. Go to Old Country Buffet or Golden

·2· Corral somewhere. Sit down. Let's talk about it. This

·3· strife got the end. It's just too much strife. I just sit

·4· here, and I just get tired of it. It's just too much

·5· strife. Something needs to be done about that.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I thought the day was very nice.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. Not today. No strife

·8· today. Right Commissioner?

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Well, No.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Let me finish though.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, sir.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: You had a public comment calling

14· in speaking on corruption. That need to be addressed.

15· Let's sit down and talk about it.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Can't do nothing about that.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Can we sit at the table though?

18· Out to dinner? Let's go out to dinner and sit at the

19· table. That's what I'm talking about. Let's work it out.

20· You know what I'm saying? We might can get somewhere with

21· that. He's sitting down, we sitting down and we talking

22· about it, and let's try to work it out, you know? One

23· more thing. What's so funny?

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go right ahead, Sir.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Go ahead.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Did I do something wrong?

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No. Commissioner, please go

·3· right ahead.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair. One

·5· more thing. It's good that you gave that update on the

·6· chief investigator and secretary position, because this

·7· Board has been in violation the last six months. That's

·8· bad because violation, there's a fine of over $500,000

·9· for major cooperation. We've had a bad procrastination

10· spirit up on this Board, so we got to hit that goal. You

11· say Thanksgiving?

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thanksgiving, sir.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: We got to hit that goal. We got

14· to hit it to get out to violation.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: But we want to make sure that

16· we all read those resumes. The ones you want, you make

17· sure you put a star by up, send the names to the person

18· on training committee. So when those persons come up for

19· review or coming up for...

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: A vote.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah. For a vote. We all be on

22· one accord.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Got it.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Now, they may not get a

25· majority of vote, but at least they would know where they



·1· stand at.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Got it.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So that's what I'm hoping all

·4· the commissioners would do. Right.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any other new business? Yes,

·7· sir.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman, I just want to

·9· speak to this process. We are not in violation of the

10· city charge. Let's be clear on that. Interim is a basic

11· issue in the city of Detroit. Interim just in the

12· business world it's difficult. So we are not in

13· violation. I don't want us to rush into stuff that we

14· don't do due diligent. These are very difficult jobs,

15· very tasked. You have to find and hire the best qualified

16· individual for that position just like we did to Chief of

17· Police. We did due diligent, and we made a

18· recommendation. We have to do due diligent in reference

19· to this process. Don't put a timeframe on it in terms of

20· beyond our control. We might not have a candidate that

21· merits certain standards that we have to raise the bar or

22· addressing that. The other issue I wanted to speak to, I

23· think is sort of, I'd like to request a closed session

24· with our newly appointed attorney to the Board. I think

25· that the Board need to talk to the attorney in reference



·1· to issue we have legal.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: We keep getting different opinion

·3· from an attorney commissioner, and it's confusing to the

·4· public, confusing to this Board. I think we need to

·5· clarify certain legal issue in terms of closed session.

·6· In terms of addressing those concern. That would be my

·7· request. I'm not going to make a motion. I hope that the

·8· Chair would entertain that in terms of working that up

·9· for a closed session with... Legal issue is something

10· that we should be concerned about. We'll make sure on the

11· right path in terms of dealing with those issues.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: The commissioner said he's not

16· going to make a motion, but he votes that. I'm confused.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Didn't make no motion.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Didn't make no motion. So it's

19· just a statement, basically.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I can make a motion. That's

21· something that we can just carry. Can you agree to that.

22· Is that something we can do?

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Let's try to get more people

24· here.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I don't want more people. This is



·1· the body here. We got two thirds, we got six. We got two

·2· thirds.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Want to put the motion on the

·4· floor?

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I so move that we have a closed

·6· session with our newly appointed attorney.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Oh, I second that.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion?

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I just want to make sure that...

10· Mr. Chair, may I?

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: It's open for discussions.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I just

13· want to make sure that the people that we are talking

14· about need to be there. So I'm just saying we need to

15· make sure that us mandatory or if it's possible. But

16· there's no point in having the church, the preacher

17· talking to the church. We need to make sure that all of

18· us are really in this thing to together as the bishop has

19· asked us to be. Because otherwise it's going to continue

20· when you got lawyers on the Board, lawyers off the Board

21· basically are disagreeing and there's got to be a

22· commonality in terms of what the bishop is saying. I just

23· think we make sure that we all going to be there. That's

24· all I'm saying Mr. Chair.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah. Yes. Commissioner



·1· Hernandez.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Thank you. Through the

·3· Chair. Just point of clarity. This is for a future

·4· meeting, not today. Correct?

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Right.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: I just want to make sure

·7· we're all on the same exact page to address that concern.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That'd be for future.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I like the way you think.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Mr. host.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman. I'm not talking

12· about anyone. I just use that as an example. But what I'm

13· concerned about is the Board interaction in the legal

14· area where we all have issues in terms of, I think would

15· be appropriate. That's why I'm proposing that this

16· particular motion. I think it's not unusual to meet with

17· your attorney. I think we need to do that. We got a new

18· attorney. Then this issue about the Charter and all that

19· keep coming up and. Somewhere along the line, we have

20· been in violation at this particular time on any

21· particular matter that I'm aware. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Mr. Chair. I want to ask this

23· for Commissioner Bell?

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead, sir.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: That's okay. I just want to make



·1· sure you release me to go forward.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely commissioner.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: But he's not supposed to.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead, sir.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Commissioner Bell.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Well, you're supposed to come

·7· through me first.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I said through the Chair.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Through the Chair and then

10· just talk to me.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: We know all power come through

12· you.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Come on.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I said through the Chair.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yep. Go ahead. Okay.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Now, Commissioner Bell. Through

17· the Chair.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You're supposed to say that,

19· through the Chair and then just talk to me.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: You can't call his name.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. Don't call his–

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Oh, okay. Now through the Chair.

23· What is the meeting going to be with the attorney. What

24· are we going to do? What is this about? What's going on?

25· What is going to be going on in the meeting?



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: He just explained it. He said

·2· we have a lot of things legally. You know, some things

·3· just came out in this meeting. Some things you just said.

·4· We want to make sure that we on one accord.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Legally.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Legally.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: In further discussion,

·9· Commissioner Holley said the full Board should be here

10· before we make that discussion.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Commission said.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: What's that? Okay.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: That's a good point though.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Right. I agree with that.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: But because a motion is on the

16· floor right now and it's been seconded, and we have a

17· quorum–

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: We got to vote on that.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We have to vote on it.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any further discussion?

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Call for the question.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: The motion that's on the floor

24· now is we have a closed session to talk to the attorney.

25· All in favor?



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: In the future.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: In the future. Right now–

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: We won't vote today though.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, not today.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: In the future.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: We will vote today though.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah. We're voting today on

10· that. But it is for in the future. In the future.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Oh, but in the future.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Got it. That way everybody

14· will be here.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Got it. I'm fine with

17· that. Okay.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All in favor?

19· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All opposed? It was six Ayes.

21· Majority wins. All right.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Through the Chair for? New

23· Business? I don't mean no harm. My concern is the

24· technology. Is there anything that we can have the

25· department, our staff to... I mean, every time we come



·1· here, we have a problem with the technology in terms of,

·2· and every other time. I'd really feel like if it's a

·3· problem that... Is it money? Is it people that we need

·4· extra people? Whatever it is we need to know so that we

·5· can look good on time, through time, make sure that we

·6· get the people on the oral presentation. This is not

·7· against anybody. I'm just asking, is it something that we

·8· can do through the Chair, to staff? What can we do? If we

·9· can do anything to make sure this works on the time

10· online.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, I understand exactly what

12· you're saying. So is there a list of audio equipment that

13· we need every week that we can have–

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: That belongs to us?

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That belongs to us. If we have

16· to buy it ourselves. That way we can just plug it up

17· because we got two number eights are not working. I

18· figure one of them will work and the other one's not. So,

19· is there anything we can use ourselves week after week

20· instead of using everybody else's? Is there a list that

21· we can put together and say, this is items we need to

22· function better?

23· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. Thank you so much for

24· your question during this Board's official business

25· meeting. We work with the city's media services team, and



·1· that is the team that helps us with the Board's audio and

·2· visual needs for the Board's meeting. We will follow up,

·3· of course, with the Honorable Board. There is an upcoming

·4· meeting next week with the Honorable Mayor, and that

·5· would be the most appropriate forum to discuss any

·6· additional needs that the Board requires for its

·7· meetings. I will also have Ms. Blossom address some of

·8· the technical concerns as it relates to the audio and

·9· visual needs for today's meeting.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Thank you.

11· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Thank you. Through the Chair.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

13· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: May I? We do appreciate everyone's

14· patience. As you know, this is a popular room to use. We

15· do share the use of it, and sometimes other users move

16· things around. Cords look like cords, and it takes some

17· time to make sure that everything is plugged in properly.

18· Unfortunately, sometimes wear and tear means that shaking

19· cables can bring a connection down. We are in discussion

20· with other solutions that would help ensure a seamless

21· meeting for a simulcast, whether it's on Zoom or any

22· other platform. So thank you for your patience, but we

23· hope that there are solutions that are forthcoming. Thank

24· you.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah. Thank you. Any other new



·1· business?

·2· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Oh, wait.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I give to the young lady from–

·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. I just want you to know, I just

·6· received a notification from Madam Commissioner Carter

·7· regarding a request for an excused absence notification.

·8· Thank you.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Fantastic.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman, I'm sounding like

11· Commissioner Holley. I don't mean to bother you, but I

12· want to say that November the 10th, as you well know, is

13· Above Beyond ceremony on a Thursday at five something. I

14· think it's sort of crucial if we modify our agenda or

15· whatever. But I think that is something we haven't had

16· one in person a couple years now. That is a recognition

17· of these brave officers who put their life on the line in

18· so many different occasion that we honor them. Public

19· safety is giving us comp ticket to attend that affair,

20· which we have in the past. So I'd like you to address in

21· some form or another that we... It's a long evening. We

22· have long meetings. It's going to be sort of cumbersome,

23· you know, for three o'clock, then at five. You got to get

24· in play. I'm just sharing that with you. That I would

25· hope that this Board have a tremendous turnout for that



·1· particular occasion recognizing these officers and fire

·2· department, I should say, you know, police and fire.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair that evening, we

·4· have an evening meeting.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: In our evening meeting, as you

·6· well know, last week we had four or five people in

·7· attendance. Most of the people are there for the young

·8· lady who got a recognition. Anyway, that's to have a

·9· discussion how you want to approach. I just think it's

10· sort of important that we have maximum attendance if all

11· possible.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. We'll put together email

13· and send it out to the full Board and see. Can we do

14· that, send it out to the full Board and see what the

15· consensus is going to be? They're not going to be voting

16· or anything though, right?

17· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair, you can obtain the

18· honorable Board's consensus. But again, just note that

19· the community meeting is the same exact time as the Above

20· and Beyond.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Right, that's my problem.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We have to note that. Let's

23· make sure we note that, so they'll know.

24· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: Through the Chair. As long as

25· there is no deliberations or voting, then an email can be



·1· sent to the entire board. We want to make sure there's no

·2· violation going.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah, I think we should do

·4· that soon.

·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: Note your name for the record. So the

·6· court–

·7· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: Sorry. Adam Saxby, attorney.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. All right.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Okay. I believe we already have

12· account for how many commissioners have responded

13· affirmatively to the invitation. So what is this email

14· going to say that we're going to send out?

15· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. It's just to remind

16· all commissioners who maybe have not had the opportunity

17· to respond to our email that this event is coming up it's

18· the same day as the community meeting. Essentially, we're

19· just trying to obtain the honorable Board's consensus on

20· whether or not they plan to attend the event. As the

21· attorney just indicated, no deliberation, no votes are

22· being taken, but it's just determining whether or not

23· commissions will be attending that event.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chair. Once again, I think we



·1· could get a consensus to reschedule that meeting to the

·2· week after the community meeting. The next week there. I

·3· think that would be one way to approach it, to reschedule

·4· that meeting for the next week. Therefore, we have our

·5· community meeting and we able to participate during this

·6· very, very important ceremony in 2022. That would be my

·7· proposal.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Mr. Chair.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. Go ahead.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I just know the way we vote

11· around here, if we don't have a meeting, somebody going

12· to say we in violation. We’re going to have to have two

13· meetings in one week.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Reschedule the meeting. You can

15· always have a reschedule meeting. We have cancelled

16· meeting. We have rescheduled historically. We have

17· rescheduled and we have cancelled meeting, just like for

18· NACOLE.

19· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

21· · · ·MS. WHITE: Just also in consulting with the Board

22· Parliamentarian, Dr. Francis Jackson. I'm sure the

23· attorney for the Board of Police Commissioners could also

24· weigh in on this. But the OMA does allow, as Commissioner

25· Bell just indicated, for the Board to reschedule the



·1· meeting with enough advanced notice to the community. So

·2· just wanted to also note that.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: How far advanced notice do we

·4· need?

·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: At least three days advanced notice.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So we have essentially two

·7· weeks, correct? Well, if it was me, I would say let's

·8· wait till next week until the full Board hopefully we'll

·9· be here. Because the worst thing will be is we vote yes

10· not to have a meeting and then the commissioners don't

11· show up for that.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman. We can next week.

13· But keep in mind, when you have a quorum, you conduct

14· business. Simple as that. When you have a quorum, you

15· conduct business. They have excused absences, which is

16· probably the violation of charges because it should be

17· here. Just throwing that out, you know, in terms of

18· conduct business.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. So what's your

20· motion?

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: If you feel uncomfortable with

22· it.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, I don't feel.... If I feel

24· uncomfortable, I'll do it with my vote.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I move that we reschedule



·1· November 10th meeting to the – what's the next date?

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: The 17th. Through the Chair.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: To November the 17th.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wait, just make sure it gets

·5· recorded. Hang on.

·6· · · ·MS. WHITE: I'm sorry. If you all can just repeat the

·7· motion so that we can hear it clearly and make sure it's

·8· in line with the OMA.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: We reschedule the November 10th

10· meeting to November the 17th for our community meeting.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: I second.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion?

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Mr. Chair.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'd just like to have an excuse.

16· I'm going to be in Ukraine, Poland doing mission work

17· that week and I won't be there. I want to make sure that

18· I have an excuse absent on that particular day. I'll be

19· in Poland, Ukraine doing mission work.

20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

22· · · ·MS. WHITE: Just a point of information. Again, the

23· city Charter does require weekly meetings. So if you

24· reschedule the meeting, you can reschedule it for earlier

25· that day, earlier that week, anytime during that week.



·1· But it still has to comply with city Charter and OMA.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I say it because I know how

·3· people are.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You do understand that, right?

·5· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: I understand the city Charter, but–

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: We can–

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wait. He's talking. Go ahead.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Sorry.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: The Charter require a whole lot

10· of things that people don't comply with. So we can on

11· with that type of debate, but the Board can make a

12· decision, which you make a decision individually not to

13· attend a meeting. But the Board, we suspended not meeting

14· for NACOLE meeting. We do it every year. So this past

15· history indicate that we as a Board, going back to 1974,

16· when Commissioner Holley departed have cancelled meeting

17· for various reasons. The Charter say we should meet every

18· week. Snowstorm, we don't meet. Whatever that reason that

19· the Board want to give you can cancel a meeting. It's

20· simple as that. It's just common business sense. I'm not

21· going to continue to debate. You want me to withdraw the

22· motion? I'll do that.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Can we call the question?

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So we can have a meeting. We

25· have two meetings in one week, correct?



·1· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: Yes, Chair.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: The same day at 3:00 PM.

·3· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: Chair if I may.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·5· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: What I would recommend if

·6· there's a specific reason why the Board would like to

·7· cancel a meeting for a week. To put that in writing is

·8· the law department. The law department can analyze that

·9· reason and the facts around that reason to determine

10· whether or not that would be in compliance with the law.

11· We would be happy to provide a legal opinion on that.

12· That is one thing that we can discuss at a closed session

13· if anyone has questions about

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I hear you on that one. We

15· won't violate the Charter, because we have to have weekly

16· meetings and we all want to be at the Above and Beyond on

17· the November the 10th, we can have two meetings Monday,

18· November the 1st and then our... Wow. No. We would have

19· to have it on the seventh.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Wow.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We would have to have one of

22· our meetings on the seventh or the eighth. Correct. Is

23· anybody looking at a calendar?

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: I'm looking at–

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'm looking at my calendar.



·1· Because we going to have to have it on that week. The

·2· week of. Correct? Weekly meeting would be the week of. So

·3· that day would be the 10th. That's a Thursday. So we

·4· would have to have it anytime in that week, either on

·5· 11th, the 7th, 8th or 9th.

·6· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: Through the Chair.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·8· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: You are required by the Charter

·9· to have a meeting every single week.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely.

11· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: In order to not get mixed up on

12· the timelines here, I would recommend putting this in

13· writing so that I can take a look at it and the law

14· department can review the actual facts and what the Board

15· is trying to do and apply that to the law.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

17· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

19· · · ·MS. WHITE: I do not mean to complicate things even

20· more, but just want to also note that that week is the

21· week of the committee meetings. So there is all also a

22· committee meeting scheduled that second Wednesday. So the

23· Board is already meeting that day and so that can

24· potentially serve as a regular meeting since it's open to

25· the public. It's in compliance with the OMA. So just



·1· wanted to know that as well.

·2· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: All the Board has to do is meet

·3· once a week by the Charter. So if the Board is meeting in

·4· that week that's in compliance with the Charter.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So that Wednesday that we have

·6· our personal training committee, the full Board can be

·7· there.

·8· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes. Throughout the whole day. It's

·9· committee meetings all day.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We'll do that.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I reject that. I withdraw my

12· initial motion, Madam Chair, that we have our attorney

13· look into the issue of a legal opinion on this issue

14· because it's just tremendous common sense. What calls or

15· whatever rationale you might have you can cancel meeting.

16· In the past we have. Maybe this Board is so timid in a

17· way that we need to clarify this issue legally and

18· therefore we can go forward. That would be my motion.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Oh, you have to withdraw your

20· first motion.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I did.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: He did.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: He did?

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: That's his motion.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That was his main motion.



·1· Correct?

·2· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: Once the motion is subject to

·3· debate, it belongs to the body and only the body can

·4· withdraw.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

·6· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: So Mr. Chairman, what you would

·7· need to do at this time is ask permission of the Board to

·8· withdraw the original motion. You can just ask that

·9· there's any objection.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Is there any objection–

11· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: To withdraw?

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: To withdraw the motion.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: What was the motion? Can you

14· repeat it again?

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Motion was to not have a

16· meeting the week of November the seventh, I mean November

17· the 10th. Any objections?

18· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: To withdraw.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: To withdraw? Hearing none.

20· That motion has been withdrawn. So now we're going to put

21· it in the legal.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: What's his motion?

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah. What's your motion now?

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: My motion in that we pursue a

25· legal opinion from our attorney in reference to



·1· cancelling meeting with cause or whatever in terms of

·2· possibility of that.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. Is there a second?

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Second.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion? All in favor?

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Majority rules. Ayes have–

·8· · · ·Dr. FRANCIS JACKSON: Got to ask opposed.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'm sorry. Anybody oppose? I

10· heard all Ayes. I'm sorry. No oppose. Okay. That motion

11· carries. So Mr. Saxby, you'll be up.

12· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: Chair if he can provide that

13· request in writing to the law department, we'd be happy

14· to provide it.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. If you can, can you

16· give us a different date just in case? Because I'd like

17· the Wednesday deal. I like that because we're already

18· going to be there Wednesday anyway. So whatever

19· commission laws, we have six there. That's a quorum.

20· Correct?

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Does not speak to that Mr.

22· Chairman.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah, that's true. You're

24· right. I digress. I'm just trying.

25· · · ·ATTORNEY ADAM SAXBY: Put it in writing Chair and



·1· we'll find out an answer.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. All right. Thank you.

·3· Any other announcements? Next meetings.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: I need to make another

·5· announcement about the youth advisory panel, or have we

·6· talked that one to satisfaction? The youth advisory

·7· panel.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. I know it's been a

·9· long–

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Just to make sure.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: We're looking forward to meeting

13· the first Monday in November.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. Ms. Blossom, next

15· meetings.

16· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Mr. Chairman, under announcements. The

17· next meeting is Thursday, October 27th at 3:00 PM here in

18· the Skylar Herbert Room at Detroit Public Safety

19· Headquarters. Currently the next community meeting is

20· scheduled for Thursday, November 10th at 6:30 PM in the

21· Sixth Precinct at the Citadel of Praise, located at 2280

22· Lyndon Street. The next public meetings are your

23· committee meetings, which are held the second Wednesday

24· of each month. The next meetings are in November, on

25· November 9th, 2022. The Budget Committee Meeting is at



·1· 2:00 PM followed by the Personnel and Training committee

·2· meeting at 2:30 PM which is followed by the Citizen

·3· Complaints Committee at 3:00 PM. The policy committee

·4· meets following that at 3:30 PM. All The meetings are

·5· here at Detroit Public Safety Headquarters. Mr. Chairman,

·6· those meetings are also available on Zoom. That completes

·7· the announcements of your next public meetings. Thank

·8· you, sir.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. I'd like to

10· entertain a motion to adjourn. That's not up for further

11· discussion, is it?

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER: No.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All in favor?

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Aye.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All opposed? This meeting's

16· now adjourned.

17

18

19· · · · · · · ·(Meeting Adjourned at 5:19 p.m.)
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